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Intermediate Phase
Grade 4 - 6
Learning area: Natural Sciences
Strand: Life and living 
Theme: Biodiversity, change and continuity

Activity 1: Rules for collecting fossils (Work in pairs)

On your visit to the West Coast Fossil Park, you saw many different prehistoric fossil 
animals at the dig site. When looking for and collecting fossils, palaeontologists need 
to follow certain rules in order for the fossil to be properly collected and so that as 
little information as possible is lost in the process of excavation and removal. Based 
on what you learned at the West Coast Fossil Park, discuss some of the things a 

The sentences below describe some of the things that a palaeontologist needs to do 
when looking for fossils. The sentences are all mixed up. Read each sentence carefully 
and rearrange them in the correct order.

Sentences

  
    permission to prospect and excavate the fossils. 

 
    diary.

3. Find a geological map of the area you intend searching. (A geological map 
    shows the age and type of rock at the surface. This map should help narrow the 
    search down to a few square kilometres.)

6. Start searching in an area where the rocks are exposed, such as river banks, the  
    sides of mountains, building excavations and man-made quarries.

7. Excavate and transport the fossil back to the laboratory.

 
Write the correct order in the blocks below

Activity Sheet

Specific Aim 1: Acquiring knowledge of natural sciences 
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Activity 2: How to excavate fossils (Work in groups)
  

In this activity, you are going to learn how fossils are excavated and restored in order 
to be studied and displayed in museums.

Part 1 – Reading a fact sheet
Below is a fact sheet of a prehistoric animal found at the West Coast Fossil Park. A 
fact sheet gives information about the animal found.

FACT SHEET

Sivatherium hendeyi

3m

2m

1m

0

Name: Sivatherium hendeyi
Type of animal: extinct giraffid 
Age: 5 million years old
Weight: 1500 kg
Amount of skeleton found: 95%
Location of find: Langebaanweg, West Cape Coast, South Africa
Diet: plants – Mixed feeder, but mainly browser
Vertebrae in neck: 7

QUESTIONS
1. What animal is the fact sheet giving information about?
2. Which geological/time period does the sivathere fall into?
3. What other animal looks similar to the sivathere?
4. Make your own sivathere fact sheet with a sketch of the animal and the same 
    list of facts you found on the fact sheet.

Outline showing the sivathere bones recovered by teams led by Brett Hendey and 
Roger Smith. The human figure illustrates the sivathere’s size. The scale bar is 1 
metre long; the human is about 5’ 6” (1.7 meters) tall.
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Part 2
You are one of the team that discovered and excavated the sivathere. Read the 
steps to excavating and building a sivathere that will be displayed in a museum.

Step 1

Clean the bones

Step 4

Log the bones

Step 2

Wrap the bones

Step 3

Map and photograph the bones

Remove the fossils

The methodical work of cleaning the bones 
and conserving them for the future takes 
place.

Step 5
Even if you have discovered 95% of a 
sivathere, you will still need to sculpt 
missing bones if you want to reconstruct 
a skeleton 

   Build the missing bonesSort the bones

Step 6

Fossils are sorted, bagged 
and labelled in the laboratory

Remove the fossils

The bones are mapped before they are
excavated or removed

After finding the fossils, you need
to get the bones out the ground.

Excavation methods depend
on the sediment that the fossils
are found in.
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When the missing bones have been 
sculpted, it is possible to assemble them 
and plan the skeleton.

Make copies of the fossils

Exact copies of the real bones are made 
out of resin. 

Figure out the skeleton

Artists or sculptors then recreate the 
appearence of the animal and the 
environment it lived in.

Bring them back to life

Step 8
Step 7

Step 10

Mount replicas of the bones to reconstruct 
the original skeleton.

Step 9

Mount the bones to reconstruct 
the original skeleton

1. Read each step and explain why each step of the process is necessary.

2. What brought about the discovery of the Langebaanweg fossils? Write up a few  
    lines describing the history of the West Coast Fossil Park.

      Activity 3: Writing a news report

You have been asked by the local environmental magazine to tell your story about 
the excavation of the sivathere. Using all this information, the fact sheet, as well as 
what you learnt at the West Coast Fossil Park, write an article telling people about 
your findings to encourage them to come and visit the display.
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Activity 1: Rules for collecting fossils

Sentence order 
3 
1   
4
6  
5   
2 
7

Activity 2: How to excavate fossils

Part 1 – reading a fact sheet
1. Sivathere
2. Pliocene and into the Pleistocene
3. Giraffe
4. Learners own answer – make sure that they follow the same layout as the fact  
 sheet.

Part 2
Expose the bones 
out of the ground. This is so that you are able to study the fossils and learn more 
about them. 

Map and photograph the bones - This is done before the plaster of paris jacket is 
applied. You need to provide a detailed record of how the bones were lying in the 
rock so that no information is lost when they are removed as this type of information  
could also assist in working out how the fossils died.

Excavate the bones - Remove the fossils. The method used to do this depends on 
whether you are taking them out of rock, or sand. Great care is taken to prevent 
damaging the fossils as they are excavated.
 
Clean the bones – The methodical work of cleaning the bones and conserving them 
for the future takes place in a carefully controlled preparation lab. Cleaning bones will 
help expose all the features of the fossil so that they are easier to study.

Sort the bones - Fossils are bagged and labelled in the laboratory. Sometimes bags 
of sediment are taken to the lab for sieving and sorting if the sediment is found to 
contain tiny fossils, or fragments of fossils. 

Build the missing bones - Even if you have discovered 95% of a sivathere, you will 
still need to sculpt missing bones if you want to reconstruct a skeleton. It is important 
to reconstruct the complete skeleton for display purposes. 

Make copies of the fossils - Exact copies of the real bones may be made out of 
resin.

Figure out the skeleton - When the fossils are cleaned and missing bones have 
been sculpted, it is possible to assemble them and plan the skeleton. Figuring out the 
skeleton will make it easier for the team to reconstruct it.

Teacher notes
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RUBRIC - PRESS RELEASE

Assessment
Criteria

Performance Indicator Levels
Comment� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Use of
paragraphs

No clear
use of
paragraphs

Paragraphs
used
incorrectly

Paragraphs
used in
correct
context

Grammar
and spelling

80% or
more
grammar
and
spelling
errors

Up to 50%
grammar
and
spelling
errors

Up to 30%
grammar
and
spelling
errors

No
grammar
or spelling
mistakes

Logical �ow
or
information

No logical
flow

Some signs
of logical
flow

Reasonable
logical flow

Excellent
logical flow

Sentences
make sense
and are
factual

No sense
and no
facts

Some
sense and
some facts

Sense and
correct
facts

Adhered to
throughout

Relevant
facts

Not
relevant

Up to 30%
of facts
relevant

Up to 50%
of facts
relevant

Up to 70%
of facts
relevant

Up to 90% of
facts relevant All facts relevant

Total = 17 marks

Mount the bones to reconstruct the original skeleton - Mount replicas of the bones 
to reconstruct the original skeleton.

Bring them back to life - Artists or sculptors then recreate the appearance of the 
animal and the environment it lived in. Assembling the skeleton will help bring the animal 
alive to the public.

Activity 3: Writing a news report
Use rubric to assess the news report


